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Welcome!

Dear Healthy for Life U participant,
All of us at Healthy for Life U would like to begin by saying, welcome! The first step in
transitioning into the world of healthy living is choosing to invest your time in learning.
Congratulations on making that choice!
The passion we have at Healthy for Life U was sparked by circumstances that many
of you can relate to. We have had struggles with health problems and have endured
the loss of loved ones. In most cases, these problems and losses could have been prevented. These circumstances inspired us to research and learn more about the body,
and motivated us to discover the truth. It is in loving memory of those we have lost,
and our compassion for those who struggle with health problems, that we created the
Healthy for Life U Master Your Health. The course will empower you with knowledge
about the wonderful creation of the body and the amazing intelligence with which it
was designed, giving our bodies the ability to heal themselves. Created in the image
of God, we have the potential to experience great health and the richness of life God
desires for us.
The Healthy for Life U team has years of experience in medical, lifestyle, supplementation and whole food education. We have spent years working with patients and clients,
seeing amazing results with health improvement and disease resolution.
We couldn’t be more excited for you! Whether you are seeking to learn more about
health and healing or working to resolve health issues currently affecting your body,
this course will be of great value to you. Healthy for Life U will help you build a strong
foundation of health for you and your family!
The Healthy for Life U team
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National Integrative Health

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

My personal passion for health started when my mother was diagnosed with acute leukemia when I was 7 years old. After four years of treatments and fighting, my mother
passed away in my father’s arms, on the edge of her hospital bed, as I looked on.
After her death, I became interested in the human body, health and disease. Throughout my childhood, I was also morbidly obese, weighing almost 290 pounds as a high
school senior. These factors drove me to seek further information about the body and
research how it really worked. Even though I participated in strength training, track and
played football, my weight was out of control and I didn’t feel well. I was told I would
be heavy for the rest of my life because my family was heavy. I have since developed
my own program based on research and lost nearly 100 lbs. in five months. I have been
recognized nationally by the President’s Council on Fitness, Sports and Nutrition.
Driven by my experience and success, I studied to become a personal trainer, and committed my life to helping others achieve the same physical and mental transformation
My background in physiology, personal training and self-studies in cellular biology, nutrition and dietetics, neuroscience and biophysics has served me over my 11-year career
in health education, clinical health consulting and clinical administration.
I have had the pleasure of working with many physician groups, universities, companies
and families around the country. Most recently, I spent five years as the founder and
CEO of Preventive Health Group, an integrative medical clinic in Des Moines, Iowa, that
practiced family medicine, physical medicine, rehabilitation, lifestyle education and
psychotherapy. The clinic served as an internship and experiential learning location for
medical and pharmacy students, as well as an educational center for graduating nurses
and students.
The knowledge and experience I have gained in my personal and professional life has
been built into the Healthy for Life U curriculum. This course is the culmination of years
of experience, research and learning from mentors. It’s exciting to see the amazing results in thousands of families and individuals around the country. I pray this experience
changes your life as it has so positively changed mine.
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“So God created human beings in His own image. In
the image of God He created
them; male and female He
created them.”
- Genesis 1:27
“Today I have given you
the choice between life and
death, between blessings and
curses. Now I call on heaven
and earth to witness the
choice you make. Oh, that
you would choose life, so that
you and your descendants
might live!”
- Deuteronomy 30:19
Tyndale House Publishers. (2007).
Holy Bible: New Living Translation.
(3rd ed.)

Set Your Ultimate Health Goals
What do you want for your life and health?
want
It is important to know what you ______________
when you are beginning
any type of process. You wouldn’t begin a trip without a destination in mind.
The journey of your health is not one that can go without a defined
destination
_______________________
in mind.
You either choose life or you will suffer the consequences of not planning at
less
all…which will result in health that is something _____________
than God
intended.
intelligence
Always remember, your body was made with incredible ________________
and is capable of amazing things as long as you are alive.
1st Core Principle (refer to 501 for review)
Know what you want and know the “score” (where you are in relation to
your goals right now).
Short-term goals:
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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Long-term goals:
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Measure your success
Create a schedule of “Knowing the Score” related to your health goals. Set
specific intervals for remeasuring and reassessing of your goals, as your
goals may change over time.
1. Measure your success:
1. Mid bicep ______________________

2.

2. Waist at navel ___________________
3. Hip at widest point ______________
4. Mid thigh ______________________
5. Body fat (optional) _______________
Typical Range: Male 18-25%, Female 25-31%, Can
estimate at:
www.bmi-calculator.net/body-fat-calculator.

2. Take pictures of yourself.
3. Log your weight. (just for reference) _________________
4. Write down all of the areas of your health that you want to improve
and/or your health goals.
Healthy for Life

TM

Use the Healthy for Life U Journal to track the progress of your goals.

Journal
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2nd Core Principle (refer to lessons 9 & 11 for review)
Track symptoms and health improvements over time.
An important area to track is your symptoms, both resolved and unresolved.
resolved
Very Important: Keep track of ____________________
symptoms and healing and what you did/are doing to accomplish progress.
forget
It is easy to _______________
how far you have come and how you got here.
What medications would you like to reduce or eliminate?
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
What medications have you already reduced or eliminated?
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
What other short-term progress and health improvements have you noticed?
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Healthy for Life

Journal
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TM

Use the Healthy for Life U Journal to track your progress.
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3rd Core Principle (refer to lessons 2 & 3 for review)
Food sourcing with intention.
1. Start at the source: Create your sourcing list.
2. Commit to whole foods.
3. Reduce or eliminate processed food.
4. Make sure that you eat foods intentionally for their nutrition content.
5. Remember: Your food can either be your medicine or your poison.
directly
The quality of your food will _____________________
determine your quality of health.
fluent
Use your sourcing list to become more ____________________
in your
shopping and food purchases.
Your sourcing list will help you begin to commit to memory the places and
foods you buy. It will help make sure that you are not caught in a position
where you are buying foods that are lower quality and could possibly jeopardize your health. You can use the Healthy for Life U Journal to create your
sourcing list.
4th Core Principle (refer to lessons 2,3,4 & 5 for review)
Create a meal plan that works best for you.
1. Get adequate proteins – essential vs. non-essential.
2. Get adequate fats – essential vs. non-essential.
3. Carbohydrates should come primarily from vegetables, legumes
and occasional fruits.
4. Reduce carbs from grain sources and processed sources.
5. Hydration is key.

Healthy for Life

Journal

TM

Refer to the Section 2: Meal Planning in the Reference Guide or the
Healthy for Life U Journal for meal planning ideas.

Master Your Health
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5th Core Principle (refer to lessons 2,3,4 & 5 for review)
Continue to read up about nutrition panels and ingredient facts.
1. Keep paying attention to products and their ingredients.
2. Analyze foods every so often to make sure they haven’t changed.
3. Don’t trust the front of the label... read the back too.
4. If it is not organic, you need to know the farmer or grower and his
or her practices.

6th Core Principle (refer to 506 for review)
Continue to supplement essential nutrients.

1. Vital functions will be supported
2. One of the “Top Tools” in prevention
3. Organic and whole-food-based
4. Earth-based whole foods

Tracking your supplements
Healthy for Life

Journal

TM

Utilize the Healthy for Life U Journal to track the supplements you are
taking on a daily basis. You will want to keep it somewhere you can

see it every day to remind you to take your essential nutrient supplements
(essential fats, minerals, etc.).
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7th Core Principle (refer to 507 for review)
Cleanse your environment.

1. Remove toxic products from your home or work.
a. Hygiene
b. Cleaning
c. Appliances
d. Laundry
e. Drugs/OTC bottles
2. Focus on your sleeping environment.
a. Unplug unnecessary electronics.
b. Remove unnecessary electronics.
c. Consider grounding sheet for bed.
3. Organize your space – clutter will hold you back.

Healthy for Life

TM

Journal

Utilize the chart in the Healthy for Life U Journal to track the environmental changes that you need to make, are making or already have

made.
In most cases, the changes that you keep track of will also come with improved health in your home.
8th Core Principle (refer to 508 for review)
Shake your booty (move your body)!
weekly
Develop a _____________
routine for strength, core and functional exercise.
recreational
Make a point to do some ____________________
activity each week for enjoyment and stress relief.

Master Your Health
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Remember, a mobile body:
1. Decreases injury
2. Moves nutrients in and toxins out
3. Heals faster
4. Improves brain chemistry
5. Balances hormones

improve
Movement will _____________________
every area of your health and alease
low you to do the things you want to do with __________________.
9th Core Principle (refer to 509 for review)
Take control of your health at home.
Reduce OTC drugs such as acetaminophen, naproxin, etc. and
replce
______________________
with natural alternatives. Use your resource
guides for reference.
doctor
You will be able to reduce __________________
visits and reduce or eliminate medications.
support
Utilize natural foods and treatments to _____________________
the body
through its necessary healing processes.
Healthy for Life

Journal

TM

Use the Natural Family Care chart in the Healthy for Life U Journal to
document different things that you have had happen or symptoms

and what you tried, or did, to take care of them naturally.
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10th Core Principle (refer to 510 for review)
Control and utilize your mind!
aware
Analyze and be ____________________
of your beliefs.
• Do they support your goals?
• Are you focusing on the problem or the solution?
thought
Every ___________________
is “heard” by the rest of your body.
• Stress causes panic, worry, fear, etc.
• Depression – address symptoms naturally.
• Prolonged stress and fear will kill you... literally.
positive
Be _________________________...
everything is a learning opportunity.
• Use all situations for growth.
• Attract opportunities.
• Associate with people who lift you up.
• The mind is your greatest asset or road block.
Be conscious of your thought life. Continue to analyze thoughts and mindsets that you are in most of the time and move to become more positive and
solution-oriented. This will keep you focused on the true progress in your
life and you will become more creative and a better influence on others.
11th Core Principle (refer to 511 for review)
Health reform begins and ends with you. Act integratively.
total
You have ________________
control.
• You can heal.
• You choose who is on your team.
• You know best.

Master Your Health
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Reactive
______________________
care will never pay.
• Prevention is best.
• Who likes sickness…? ”disease management” vs. “resolution.”
• The entire system is built on sickness.
spending
Divert your health _______________________
on the things that will truly
help your health.
• Nutrition
• Education
• Prevention – focus on health practitioners with holistic mindsets
• Products that promote health… not challenge it
helping
If you have a health professional in your life who is not _________________
you accomplish your goals… fire them.
Look for holistic-minded practitioners who have well-rounded knowledge
health
of _____________________
and the body.
Healthy for Life

Journal

TM

Use the Healthy for Life U Journal to keep a list of your health team
and their contact info. You can also use it to keep track of your favor-

ite websites to get information for your health.
How you are going to apply this to your health goals that you listed in the
beginning of this lesson?
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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12th Core Principle
Live, laugh, love, learn.
joy
Live full-throttle and do the things that bring you _____________
without
others
fear of what __________________
think or what is “normal and accepted.”
closer
Doing what you love brings you ___________________
to your source; God

“We know how much God
loves us, and we have put our
trust in His love. God is love,
and all who live in love live in
God, and God lives in them.”
- 1 John 4:16
Tyndale House Publishers. (2007).
Holy Bible: New Living Translation.
(3rd ed.)

IS love.
seek
Write down all the things you REALLY enjoy in life and ________________
to do them more often.
more
Smile _________________…
you will live longer when you are happier.
stimulate
Laughter releases health-building hormones that ____________________
growth and healing.
learning
Life is a ______________________
process. When you stop learning, you
stop living.
illusion
Failure is an ________________________,
unless you quit afterwards. Each
successful
effort that does not succeed is another _______________________
learning
experience of how to accomplish the task or goal the next time.
“Walk with the wise and become wise; associate with
fools and get in trouble.”
- Proverbs 13:20

The company we keep
It is better to be alone, than in the wrong company.
Tell me who your best friends are, and I will tell you who you are.
If you run with wolves, you will learn how to howl. But, if you associate with

Tyndale House Publishers. (2007).
Holy Bible: New Living Translation.
(3rd ed.)

“... My purpose is to give them
a rich and satisfying life.”
- John 10:10

eagles, you will learn how to soar to great heights.
Now it’s time to thrive! Use the 12 Core Principles to restore
the healthy body created for you and fulfill your full potential!

Tyndale House Publishers. (2007).
Holy Bible: New Living Translation.
(3rd ed.)

Master Your Health
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512 Activity
Activity 1
Healthy for Life

Journal

TM

Begin using your Healthy for Life U Journal to keep track of your health
goals. Stay connected with us on our website and on Facebook®. We

are always available to continue to help you on your road to health!
What Should I Do Next?
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Answer Key
want
destination
less
intelligence
resolved
forget
directly
fluent
weekly
recreational
improve
ease
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replace
doctor
support
aware
thought
positive
total
Reactive
spending
helping
health
joy

others
closer
seek
more
stimulate
learning
illusion
successful
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Discussion Questions

1. Workbook Page 12-1: How have your health goals come more into
focus as you have completed this course? Remember to continue to
keep track of them and allow them to change as time goes on.
2. Workbook Pages 12-2 through 12-3: How have your self-portrait and
measurements changed since you first took them after week 1? What
improvements have you seen in your health?
3. Workbook Page 12-4: Review the principles of food sourcing and meal
planning. What new food coursing options have you found since 503?
What meal planning strategies have you incorporated?
4. Workbook Page 12-5: What supplements have you added or subtracted since going through 506?
5. Workbook Page 12-6: How has cleansing your environment and eliminating some of the toxic products in your home helped your health?
6. Workbook Page 12-7: Review the benefits of a mobile body. Do any of
these align with your health goals? What have you done to incorporate more movement into your life?
7. Workbook Page 12-8: Controlling your thoughts and utilizing your
mind is the single most important and powerful tool for accomplishing your health and life goals. How have your mind set and outlook
changed since 510?
8. Workbook Pages 12-8 through 12-9: Which of the fill-in-the-blanks
hit closest to home for you regarding your health care? How will this
change your approach to health care in the future?
9. Workbook Page 12-10: Think of the people that make a positive impact in your life. How have they impacted your life positively? Focus
on becoming that type of inspiration and positive influence to others
in your life!

Master Your Health
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Life-long health
begins now!

HealthyForLifeU.com

